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Allows CTE to meet a high school graduation requirement!
AB 1330 by Assembly member Warren Furutani (D-Long Beach) has been supported and signed by Governor Brown. This bill now gives high school students a
real choice in the selection of classes they wish to take in preparation for post secondary employment or education.
There are currently 13 state-mandated course areas from which all students are
required to select specific classes in order to graduate from high school. None of
these courses in the past have been drawn from the non-academic SHOP class
areas.
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Among the 13 required courses, in the past, a one-year course had to be drawn
from the Fine arts, Performing Arts or Foreign Language areas. AB 1330 now
adds a CTE class as a fourth selection to these areas.
This bill simply allows CTE to be added to the three current Arts options for
meeting high school graduation requirements, along with Fine Arts, Performing
Arts and Foreign Languages.

1. Does not require a student to take a CTE course, nor does it eliminate the
(Continued on Page 18)

The California Automotive Teachers will meet at Rio Hondo College
for the Fall 2011 Conference on October 21 & 22.
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President’s Letter by Phil Jelinek
As the new president of CAT, I would like to introduce myself by sharing my experiences with you.
I spent 18 years as a dealership mechanic, shop foreman, and Internal manager with Oldsmobile and
Cadillac. I also owned my own shop for a few years. I have been teaching a full auto program at
Monrovia High School for the past 23 years and I spent 3 years teaching auto evening courses at a
community college.
I went back to school and obtained my Bachelors Degree in Dec 1999 and my Masters Degree in
2003 at CSULB. It was unusual to be hired as a high school instructor with only a high school diploma and be accepted and respected by the mainstream education community. I was selected by the
Monrovia Unified School District as their “Teacher of the Year” in 1995.
It is an honor to be able to serve you, the members of CAT for the next two years. Your Board members work tirelessly
on your behalf in Sacramento and around the state being your voice to an educational system that many times discounts
CTE and auto classes as non-essential to the education of California’s student population. Get to know who your Board
of Directors are and tell us how we can better serve you, our membership. When we ask you to contact a Legislative
Representative, we do so for your benefit to help save your programs from being dismantled. Many of you respond
quickly to our requests. I hope all of you realized we are fighting for you to stay in teaching so you can do what you do
so well, train California students to use their hands with their brains.
An area we need to work on is high school automotive program certifications. I have visited many of the high school
programs in and around Southern California and most are not certified. There are two automotive program certifications
available to us, CalABC’s ATTS (California Certification) and NATEF (National Certification), both are listed on the
CAT website by clicking on "Certification" or by checking out the CAT Newsletters for Spring 2008 and 2009 on the
website.
As a high school instructor, I have had both certifications and you should get involved with one of them. The complete
ATTS program can be seen at (http://www.calautoteachers.com) and for NATEF by going to their website at
(http://www.natef.com). The ATTS Certification is free to High School Automotive Programs with Industry paying the
fees.
I hope all of you know about ASCCA (Automotive Service Councils of California). ASCCA is a statewide organization
of independent shops that have similar goals to CAT. We are both concerned with state regulations over the repair of
vehicles and properly trained job entry technicians. By joining ASCCA you will be able to stay on top of these issues
and produce students with the latest technology and regulations that (both independent and dealerships) have to abide
by. I have been a member of ASCCA for the past 23 years and regularly attend their meetings so I know what is going
on with shops I send my students too. If you don’t already belong, consider joining your local chapter. Your CAT
Board is partnering with ASCCA to stay up with technician training needs, have a larger Legislation force, and establish
bonding with industry.
I met a Firefighter at a national competition last year and we talked about the importance of safety in our classrooms. He
suggested I go to http://www.FireExtinguisher.com. It has the set-up to teach “The ABC’s of portable fire extinguish(Continued on page 6)
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Executive Director’s Report by Bob Barkhouse
Man has CAT taken a quantum leap over the last nine months! I guess you can call it the gestation
period for CAT to enter the electronic age. It is certainly making it hard on us 'ol' folks. It seems
like yesterday that I learned to turn the computer on three times in a row without a mishap. Since
last December, CAT has switched to electronic registration and your choice of snail mail or email
for the newsletter. You should have received several letters by now explaining the new processes.
As has been written before, we feel that joining with Cvent will reduce the tremendous load that
Steve Vail goes through every conference. In the past, he has had to get billings out to members
(around 400) during the summer and then registration twice a year for the conferences. He collected money at the door
and from vendors, then reconciled it and carried it home to be deposited. Once home, he had to manually enter all the
data into a database. In addition, he had to prepare a budget and a profit/loss accounting for the past year to be presented
to the Board at its annual meeting, which is an all day meeting during the last week of December. From this, the Board
develops a budget for the upcoming year. One hell-of-a-job for one man! We feel most of this will eventually be done
through Cvent. Bare with us for this first year while we get all the wrinkles out of the process.
By a miracle, Tom Broxholm was the software genius that surfaced to help us merge into Cvent. I would hate to hear
how many hours that he has put into getting CAT online with Cvent. There must have been hundreds of hours and
phone calls put in over last spring and this summer to get us up and running. It may take you a few extra minutes the
first time you fill in the online registration, but you will be pleasantly surprised the next time that you use Cvent. To
your amazement, almost all of the entries will already be filled in. If there are errors or new data, it can be entered any
time you go online with Cvent. If you experience a hang-up or see a better way of interacting with Cvent, let Tom or
myself know so that we can make the process even better. Both Steve and Tom deserve a great big THANK YOU for
the many hours and concern that they have poured into making CAT the great organization that it is. Make it a point to
thank them at the Rio Hondo Conference.
Our recent legislative year has been a weird year. The ongoing battle for the preservation of CTE continues on. A big
THANK YOU has to go out to our Jim Custeau and "Country School Teacher", John Chocholak. They have done a yeoman job of staying on top of AB 1330, SB 611 and SB 612. All of these bills are now through the legislature and on the
Governor's desk. By the time you read this, it will be history. AB 1330 allows a CTE course to satisfy graduation requirements. The two Senate Bills may or may not jeopardize Federal funding and appears to put control of CTE in the
hands of the Universities. We will just have to wait and see. There is always next legislative year and new bills to clean
up flaws. The gut feeling is that all three will get the Governor's signature.
I hope you have given thought to joining ASCCA. ASCCA is an association of independent automotive service providers. The cost of joining is inexpensive when compared to the benefits that are available to you. You can join by contacting your local chapter (ask any shop owner) or if there is no local chapter, by contacting Gloria Peterson in the Sacramento ASCCA office. Her phone number is (916) 924-9054 ext. 104. If you are in a local chapter, invite them to register and attend our conference at Rio Hondo. Show them the listing of seminars that was recently mailed to you or go to
www.calautoteachers.com and download the list of seminars.
That's it for this time.....remember, keep the shiny side up and the greasy side down. Bob Barkhouse
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High School/ROP Officer’s Report by John J. Chocholak
“SHOP” We need to guard the name and concept!
I have been very up front over the past few years about protecting the term SHOP. Many people
and entities have tried to kill this word and substitute “lab” or “class” as a re-name. In many cases
the different kinds of SHOP program names have been changed in an effort to dress up and freshen
up what has been tagged as “old school” and out of date courses of study in our “high tech” school
curriculum.
Engineering and Design does not describe or make clear what goes on in an industry certified
(NIMS) Machine Shop. Transportation Technology is a term that hides what truly is taught in an industry certified
Small Engine Shop (EETC), Auto Shop (ATTS/NATEF) and Diesel Shop (ATTS/NATEF).
The word SHOP clearly focuses any conversation when any educational welding, machining, auto, wood or electronics
program is being discussed. In industry, everyone knows and uses terms like back SHOP, repair SHOP, and SHOP
work. We never hear an automotive Service Writer at a dealership tell a customer that their car needs to go to the “lab”
for repairs. He/she tells them that it needs to go to the SHOP for repairs.
The word SHOP is being replaced with words that make academic people more “comfortable”. They seek a profile
more pleasant for others to see in this “high tech” educational system that is now being crafted in California.
Which brings me to the current political situation related to integrating academic subjects and non-academic subjects in
the K-14 educational system in this state: SB 611 (Steinberg) and SB 612 (Steinberg) was just signed into law by the
Governor.
As I see things, the passage of both these bills accomplishes the following:
1. The UC Chancellor will be put in charge of all K-14 courses of study.
2. A-G will be the standard for approval of all K-14 courses of study.
3. SB70 money (in the millions) will be used to fund 611 & 612.
4. The UCCII (University of California Integration Institute), under the control
of the UC Chancellor, will formulate rules and regulations for the integration and approval of courses.
5. All integration work will be done from an academic “rigor” perspective.
6. SHOP will not be viewed as a teaching subject by the UCCII.
I was made aware last June of SB 611 and SB 612 at a meeting of the Community College Chancellor’s Office
Statewide Advisory Committee for Industrial and Technical Education. The members of this committee were very concerned about A-G requirements of these bills, the current use of SB70 funds for this project and the lack of SHOP emphasis by the UCCII. The entire committee requested a meeting with the Community College Chancellor’s office to discuss the issues they had with this legislation.
We had our meeting. The Vice Chancellor and the Governmental Affairs person from the Community College Chancellor’s office were in attendance. Two things were made very clear to this committee. First, the Governmental Affairs person felt that this legislation was good for the K-12 educational system and the community colleges in California. Se(Continued on page 6)
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(Continued from page 3-Jelinek)

ers”. You already know about A,B,C and D fires, did you know about the K type fires, neither did I? Check out the
website for a classroom ready power point, it’s great.
There are many people I would like to thank, who supported me for this position, as I start my tenure as President, the
first is John Overton, for giving me a quality example how to preside over CAT. I would also like to thank Drew Carlson and Jim Custeau as past-presidents for their years of service and dedication to CAT; to John Chocholak as someone
I admire for his tenacity on our behalf in Sacramento; to Bob Barkhouse for staying the course all these years, to Mike
Slavich, (who fulfilled his ten year term with CAT) for his direction; to Tom Broxholm for his expertise on our CAT
Website; to the rest of the appointed Board for keeping their interest alive in CAT; and finally to our newly elected vicepresident, Don Schumacher for stepping up and getting involved in CAT. I look forward to these next two years.
(Continued from page 5-Chocholak)

cond, the Community College Chancellor was in support of SB 611 and SB 612. I stated my point of view on this situation and informed the Vice Chancellor that I would be spreading the word about the Chancellor’s Office support of these
bills.
One month later, a person very high up in secondary CTE education at the State Capital passed the “word” to me that
611 and 612 are tied to the re-authorization SB70. Indirectly, through third parties, I was asked to back off on my opposition to those bills. SB70 will be the main funding source for the work of UCCII in the future for many years.
Oh, and by the way, as of this printing, the next meeting of the UCCII takes place at a very expensive hotel in Santa Barbara. That expensive two-day meeting will be funded with current SB70 money. I thought that SB70 funds were to be
used for community college articulation work with the K-12 school system, well not anymore. I think that the state funding for UCCII wording in these bills gives the green light for SB70 funding to continue for UCCII work...and we are
talking about many millions every year for UCCII to operate for a long, long, time.
The Governor signed SB 611 and SB 612 into law on October 8, 2011. In his signing statement on both bills, the governor writes:
"it must be understood that in light of the state's severe budget problems, there will be no additional state funds
made available for these programs. I encourage the University of California to seek federal or private funds to
continue these efforts.”
If the Governor is saying that SB70 funds (state funds) will not be made available for 611 & 612 in the future, as in the
past, this is good. If the Governor is saying that Carl Perkins funds (federal funds) can be used for this work, this is bad.
It is time to lobby and save SB 70 funds and Carl Perkins funds to be used as originally intended.
What now will be put into question is how industry certification will be used in SHOP programs in the future and how
much real hands on work can done in this educational UCCII environment.
I am now hearing many people say that the "
train has left the station"
. That there is nothing SHOP teachers can do to
stop the UCCII trend. I am not in that camp. I hope you are not either. You can write Community College Chancellor
Jack Scott. You can tell him how you feel about the UC Chancellor taking over K-14 course structure. You can also
tell him how you feel about SB70 funds being used for the UCCII very expensive meetings and funding activities of
the UC Chancellor’s office.

That is the camp I am in. Yes, I support SHOP!
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WEBMASTER Report by Tom Broxholm
Website and Registration Update
Registration:
Registration has taken a new and exciting turn as most of you have already noticed. I hope you
found the experience easy and pleasant. Our data and event management is now done using a
company called Cvent. Cvent specializes in online event registration. This new process will allow CAT to keep better records with less of a demand on the lives of our volunteer members. In
addition you should have received a letter from our president and our treasure outlining our
changes. As a cost effective measure CAT will only be collecting membership dues during conference registration period. By paying your dues at the same time as you pay for the conference
CAT saves money. One of the best parts about Cvent is you get a personalized email invitation
to the conference. Here all of your information is prepopulated which saves you time. All you
need to do is choose “Member” as your registration category and the proper registration type.
Instructions are right on the page.

Email Address:
Registration is keyed into your email address. If we don’t have your email address or what we have is wrong or old you
will have registration problems. If you need your email address changed for any reason please contact me through the
website and I can do that for you from the administrator side.

Member or Join:
If you are or have been a member in the past please do not choose the “Join CAT” option just because you are having
registration problems. This results in double records in our system. The problem is most likely related to an email address problem. Please contact me so I can correct it for you.

Paying with 2 credit cards:
This has been a challenge within the system. Some of you have chosen the “Renew Membership Only” option so you
can use one card for membership and another for the conference. Then you experienced problems when you later tried
to choose to register using the “Conference Registration Only” option to pay with the other card. I am working on a solution for Spring 2012 conference however the best solution right now is for you to contact me prior to proceeding to

(Continued on page 17)
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Excellence in Education
Ken Welch
Mission Viejo HS and Saddleback College

Name: Ken Welch (Age: 60)
Family: Married – Karen is a retired Hospice RN. I have three grown step-children and enjoy the five grandkids.
Hometown: San Diego, CA
Current City of Residence: Mission Viejo, CA
Training/certificates:
BA Industrial Education and MA Vocational Education from CSU Long Beach
Four ASE Master Certifications – Auto, HD Truck, Paint & Body, Engine Specialist
I-CAR Certified Instructor
Standard Secondary, Designated Subjects, Community College credentials
Automotive Experience:
Service Station 2 years, Auto Parts 4 years
Teaching 38 years –Mission Viejo HS (35 years), Saddleback College (35 years part-time)
CSU Long Beach (2.5 years), Esperanza HS (2 years)
What was your favorite and least favorite subjects in school?
My favorites were anything Industrial Arts (CTE) and least was French.
Been in the military? If so what was your specialty?
I was born across from the San Diego Zoo at the Naval Hospital.
Where do you get your update training?
Many summer manufacturer training courses starting in 1974
Five summer externships including Mazda Technical Services, Crevier BMW, Irvine BMW, Chrysler Corp.
CAT and NACAT conferences along with lots of reading and practice outside of class.
How did you get your start teaching?
Dr. Jay Webster asked me to be his lab assistant in the Power Technology Lab at CSU Long Beach. After completing my BA degree
I taught 9 units (3 classes) of Auto 101 Basic Automotive for two semesters. I continued to teach part-time at CSU Long Beach after
completing my Secondary Credential.
Hobbies
Automotive, computers, photography, and target shooting & reloading.
(Continued on page 11)
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What is the closest you have been to a famous person and who was it?
In 1995 Jeff Gordon presented me with the Valvoline Teacher of the Year award in New York and also signed my instructor lab coat
from the National Automobile Dealers Technology Competition.
What is your Favorite TV program?
Mad Men
Tell us about a life changing experience?
The loss of my 2nd wife (Joy) to breast cancer brought me to closer to God’s word and believing in the power of prayer in our lives.
What was your first job and what was the pay?
During Junior High School I delivered 450 newspapers on Thursday mornings before school. The pay was about $14.00 per month.
What is your Favorite food?
Anything my wife makes….even if it is a “bad experiment”…..I eat it anyway. She’s actually a great cook.
What is your Favorite sports team?
Jeff Gordon’s #24 team
What changes have you seen in your classroom over your career?
The sad loss of chalk boards, ditto masters, film strips with records, and 16mm projectors
What is the biggest problem you see for the automotive teacher?
Staying current with changes in technology in vehicles and the classroom, also locating the funding for up-to-date equipment.

What is the biggest problem you see facing the automotive industry today?
Training Technicians to repair modern vehicles.
What was the first car you owned and how did you afford it?
1968 Dodge Dart GTS Which I purchased in 1969 by working 25 hours per week at a Union 76 service
station during high school. 13:13 ET at 110 MPH Orange County International Raceway weekly (1969).
What are your favorite automotive magazines?
BMW Roundel – BMW CCA club magazine
What is your Favorite quote?
“Roads?

Where we’re going we don’t need roads.” - Back to the Future - Dr. Emmett Brown
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FALL CAT CONFERENCE
Rio Hondo College
October 21 &22, 2011
The Fall CAT conference is just around the corner and we would like to invite you to attend. Rio Hondo College will be hosting the conference on October 21 & 22. We have planned an array of new exciting workshops
for your attendance.
The conference will kick off on Friday, October 21 with several tours and the Board meeting, starting at 8:30
a.m. The first tour will depart Rio Hondo Campus at 8:30 a.m. for “The Nethercutt” collection followed by
two individual tours departing the campus at noon for the SCAT Enterprises, Inc. and the Venolia Piston
Plant. Each tour has a cost of $25.00 which includes transportation, lunch, and soft drinks. Due to the traffic
in the Los Angeles area we have chosen to use a charter bus service for your convenience. Friday night a kick
off dinner with a no-host bar at a local banquet center has been arranged. The cost for dinner which includes
dinner, salad, dessert and lemonade is $30.00 per person (limited seating, please register early).
Seminars will begin on Saturday, October 22 with over 25 to choose from. The majority of these seminars are
new to the CAT conference and most will be offered more than once. Seminars’ will be limited to 24 participants. On Saturday morning at the registration table you will be able to request a color coded entry ticket similar to NACAT Conferences.
The trade show will host nearly 30 booths and will include a special drawing for those completing a booth contact card. This card will be part of your registration packet and for those who visit 20 booths will be allowed
to enter the drawing.
Rio Hondo would like to thank the following vendors for their generous donations for morning and afternoon
refreshments.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Lucas Oil Products, Inc.
Mission Equipment and Lifts, Inc.
NATEF
Western Graphics Plus

As you can see we have planned a full conference with new and exciting information, so come learn, enjoy,
and network with CAT members and supporters of automotive education in California.
For more information visit www.calautoteachers.com /conferences.html
Sincerely, Rio Hondo College Automotive Staff
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register and paying membership dues. I can split the payment when I process your conference registration and membership dues over the phone.
Update Yourself:
Please check your personal information upon registration and correct it as needed so we can keep our records straight.
We never, ever share your information. The only thing you can’t change is your email address. If you need that
changed please contact me via the link on our website.
Conference Invitation and the Opt-Out Option:
You will now get a conference invitation sent to you via email within a few days of when conference registration opens.
If you click “YES” you will be taken to a registration page with your information prepopulated, making registration easier. If you choose “NO” you won’t receive any more invitations or reminders for this conference. If you click on the
OPT-OUT option you will never, ever get another conference invitation or email from CAT. Not even for future conferences. If you have recently chosen the opt-out option by mistake please contact me via the website link and ask me to
change your status back to Opt-In. If you ignore the Yes/No option or clicked yes but didn’t complete the registration
you will be sent a follow up invitation two weeks after the first invitation was sent out. If you do not choose one of the
options and ignore the second invitation you will be send a final email one week before the early bird pricing ends reminding you that the price increases in a week. This will be the last conference invitation communication you will receive from CAT prior to the conference.
Conference Day Registration:
Registration on the day of the conference will also be changed. Everyone will be asked to use one of the on-site computers to register using our new system. This is the best way for us to keep track of everyone and keep our record current.
The more of you who register prior to conference day the easier it is for all of us who work hard to make your conference experience positive and enjoyable. Expect to pay by credit card, check or cash. You no longer can escape computerized registration by walking in and handing Steve a check.
Contacting Me:
I’m very excited about Cvent and I hope it made your registration experience positive and life just a little simpler. If
you happen to experience a problem registering for this conference I apologize. We are learning and have experienced a
few growing pains. Now that we have your current information registration for future conferences will be much better.
As always I can be reached by contacting the webmaster from any number of locations on our website. If you are reading this electronically just click on the contact me link below.
Contact me now: Tom@calautoteachers.com
Thomas G. Broxholm
CAT Webmaster
Skyline College
TGB Computing
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Arts or Foreign Languages from the high school curriculum.
2. Does not require school districts to create new CTE courses or expand those that already exist in the
current curriculum.
3. Does not require a school district to allocate new funds for a CTE course that can be used to satisfy a
high school graduation requirement. In fact, high schools already have Federal funding (Carl Perkins
Grant) that can be used and is now being used to support CTE programs.
4. Will not require school districts to allocate any new funding for CTE programs.
5. Will now allow students and parents to make a choice between a CTE course, Fine Arts course, Performing Arts course or Foreign Language course in planning to meet a requirement for high school
graduation, and the future of the student. Up until this time, to meet state graduation requirements,
there has been no CTE choice.
I serve as the industry representative on the California Community College Chancellor’s Office EDPAC committee. The members of this committee, many of them presidents of California community colleges, voted to
approve and support AB 1330 at the last EDPAC meeting on June 15, 2011. The members of this committee
felt that AB 1330 was needed to support articulation for the survival of CTE courses in our high schools and
California community college system.
AB 1330 will not force state and local taxpayers to allocate new funds for CTE programs. This bill allows local school districts to decide if they want to expand CTE SHOP programs or even close them down. However,
AB 1330 does allow students to make a choice for CTE to meet a mandated high school graduation requirement.
AB 1330 passed through the California Legislature with overwhelming support despite an articulated and coordinated campaign to kill the bill by the Arts teachers. Governor Brown signed this bill on October 8, 2011.
He could have let the bill become law without his signature. Instead he signed AB 1330 into law in an effort to
show his support for CTE and shop classes in the K-12 public school system.
Governor Brown did not VETO this bill as our last Governor did in the final hours of his administration. The
expectation is that we will see an increase in the number of students taking shop classes in high school. This
situation may also increase the number and type of shop classes in many high schools across the state. More
students taking shop classes in high school will likely translate into increased interest in those same classes at
the community college level.
We need to spread the word throughout the educational system in California about AB 1330. In a few months
students will be signing up for classes next year at every high school. All of these students, and administrators
in the K-12 school system, should know of this newly legislated student choice.
And remember, for all the jobs that need to be created for economic growth in this state, there first has to be
provisions for training a new workforce, AB 1330 provides for that training.
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ASCCA Educational Foundation
The ASCCA Educational Foundation (ASCEF) is a nonprofit corporation dedicated to supporting and advancing the entire automotive industry. Governed by a code of ethics, the Foundation serves the industry through educational and training solutions, scholarships, endowments and professional development.
The scholarship program is open to high school seniors who plan to enroll in post-high school technical/academic training or college undergraduates in the automotive service field satisfying certain criteria. Currently the Foundation issues
eleven annual scholarships that can range from $500 to $1000 and can be applied toward tuition, tools and books. The
deadline for scholarship applications is FEBRUARY 1, 2012. Please visit www.ascca.com/scholarships.shtml for a
scholarship application.
You may make a tax deductible donation to the Foundation by submitting payment to:
ASCEF
One Capital Mall, Suite 320
Sacramento, CA 95813

VISION 2012—Excellent Training Opportunity by Sheri Hamilton
The upcoming 20th Anniversary of the VISION HiTech Training & Expo is one of the leading events in the
country where automotive educators can connect with other instructors, shop owners, managers and technicians. With attendees from more than 34 states, Canada and several other countries, attendees are surrounded
by many of the elite in our industry.
The 2012 VISION event will once again feature a Train the Trainer series of courses designed specifically for
automotive instructors. These sessions are designed to enhance your teaching skills, learn new approaches and
network and share ideas with many other instructors. The 2012 lineup is still being finalized but will be available online at www.visionkc.com. The 2011 event featured over 1,400 automotive service professionals attending more than 14,000 hours of management and technical training from some of our industry’s leading instructors. VISION’s training lineup for 2012 will be expanded and will again include both live-car and handson training, as well as lecture-style training.
In addition to the intense management and technical training opportunities, attendees will visit the 60,000
square foot exhibit hall that features the latest tools, services and equipment availability to the automotive service industry. Instructors will have a first-hand experience with seeing the new technology that their students
will be seeing when they enter the workforce. Many manufacturer reps and company executives are also available to assist with questions and offer hands-on demonstrations of their products and services.
The 2012 VISION HiTech Training and Expo will be held March 8-11 in Kansas City. Detailed training
schedules and registration information is available by visiting www.visionkc.com. If you have additional
questions or need further information, please contact Sheri Hamilton at sheri@visionkc.com or 816.781.5801
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The Vicious Circle by Jim Morton
Owner of Morton’s Automotive Technical Services, 2011
As I enter my 45st year in the automotive repair profession, with the last 22 of them either owning or managing independent service facilities. I feel NO ONE can say to me “You don’t know
what it is like”, I’ve been there, done that.
Now after selling the last service center, I ‘am now teaching full-time in a private, Automotive
Training Center until 1:30 in the afternoon, performing mobile diagnostics for the rest of the
afternoon, then teaching an average of 3 nights a week in the evenings advance driveability diagnostic procedures to technicians already in the field. With my present position, I’ am able to OBSERVE a lot of technicians and service facilities.
I see two problems constantly, one is the shop that calls me over and over for related problems, I’ll say “Did you know
that next Tuesday and Thursday I’ll be doing a class on these particular problems, maybe you should call and reserve a
space” What I hear back is “What time is it ? Oh no, there’s no way I can make it by 6:00pm I’ll still have 3 vehicles to
work on by then. What I can’t seem to get across to them is, They will always have 3 vehicles to work on it 6:00pm if
they don’t begin to completely understand the circuits of the modern vehicle’s computer system and how to analogically
approach them.
The other problem that I see a lot is the shop that realizes they need a first class technician with all the skills to diagnosis
today’s vehicles, but tells me they can’t afford to pay them what they deserve. I can tell you I personally know of service
facilities that are paying their top diagnostic technicians in the $70,000 range and I know service facilities paying their
top mechanic in the $20,000 range. I can also tell you that the ones that are paying good money are not having a hard
time finding the money to pay those technicians. WHY?, We are back to the Vicious Circle, You will never be able to
generate the sales volume required for that top technician when you are wandering around the vehicle to pinpoint the
problems on today’s vehicles.
I’ve heard over and over “I can’t raise my hourly rate any higher” most times this isn’t the problem. I tell the shop owner
to divide the total number of hours that he and his techs were at the shop last week into the total of labor that was billed
out. What they usually find out is the labor rate is actually half of what they thought it was.
Remember, the most important product we have to sell is our time, twenty years ago when Mr. Smith came into my shop
and told me about a strange noise under the hood, I would walk out to the vehicle, open the hood and feel the play of the
fan blades, I would then have the customer start the engine and hear the water pump bearing making noise. I would tell
my customer to come in tomorrow for a water pump replacement. What I had just done was, I had given away the diagnosis and the following day I made my money on the physical replacement of the water pump. Today, When Mr. Smith
comes in and tells me about a “Check Engine Light” on, once I correctly diagnosis the defective part it may just be a
matter of removing 2 screws to something like a TPS component. So where and how we now make our money on today’s vehicles has reversed.
If you’re serious about this business, you have to get serious about the proper equipment and the proper training. The
days of when we could just take something apart and figure it out are gone. Try taking a solid state electronic module
apart and figure it out !!!
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Belt Tensioner’s Crucial Role by The Gates Corporation
This document will provide the information needed to understand the crucial role the tensioner plays in the Accessory Belt
Drive System (ABDS). Its sole job is to apply the correct amount of tension on the serpentine belt as it transfers power from the
crank to the accessories in the system. The average automatic belt tensioner will adjust tension on the belt over one billion times for
every 100,000 vehicle miles. Internal components in the tensioner can fail, causing stress on the belt and other accessory components,
allowing the belt to slip.
A slipping belt is the worst thing that can happen to the ABDS because of the noise and heat generated by the slippage, along with
pulley wear. Heat transferred by the belt, causes the grease to boil and premature failure of the bearing cage. A persistent check engine light, reduced engine cooling, inconsistent power steering performance or poor A/C system performance are all signs of belt slip
due to tension loss.
Understanding these failures, and having the ability to articulate what caused them, will lead to a more satisfied customer with reduced comebacks.
Key Point: It is important to find the root cause of any belt failure. If a new belt is installed without knowing the reason why the old
one failed, then failure begins all over again creating a future comeback and loss of profits. For more information on what part Pulleys, Alignment and Tension (PAT) play in the ABDS system, please refer to the Pulley Alignment Tension Tech Tip.
Key Point: It’s important to point out that any glazing (shine) on the underside of the belt indicates the belt has been slipping. Slippage can be caused by a variety of reasons such as not enough spring tension on the tensioner, failing component bearing, contaminated or worn pulleys or an elongated or worn belt.
Key Point: Any side abrasion on the belt is a prime indicator that the system is misaligned. The misalignment must be found and corrected before installing a new belt.
Key Point: Standard industry belt diagnostics call for replacement of a serpentine belt if it shows three cracks in a three inch section.
This is a good rule of thumb for Neoprene but not so good for EPDM. EPDM belts’ inherent elasticity makes them more resistible to
cracks, allowing them to run for 100,000 miles or beyond with no visual cracks. Therefore, a visual check might not be a very good
indicator of true belt wear. A far better indicator of wear on EPDM belts is material loss.

Understanding the Impact of Tensioner Failure
Tensioners today are extremely important to the proper operation of the ABDS. In other words, whatever pulley or accessory
the belt runs on or over is impacted by tensioner malfunction. Tensioner replacement today is no longer an option! There are three
distinctive signs of tensioner failure. All of these signs indicate one corrective action: tensioner replacement.
The first sign of tensioner failure is belt noise or squeal. Squealing, among other things, indicates the spring inside the tensioner has
lost its tensioning ability allowing the belt to slip. In addition to generating noise and creating heat for the bearings, the alternator may
also lose its ability to charge or the A/C to cool efficiently. The more loads applied by the accessories, the more the belt wants to slip.
Hearing belt squeal and seeing glazing on the underside of the belt are good indicators that tension has been lost, and the tensioner,
along with the belt, must be replaced.
The second sign of tensioner failure is internal pivot bushing wear which results in the tensioner arm moving away from its base. This
separation is very difficult to see because the tensioner is firmly bolted to the engine. The pivot bushing inside the base has begun to
wear and allows the tensioner arm to lean causing misalignment in the system. Look for the belt “off tracking” on the pulley or any
indication of side wear on the belt. Belt side wear can go from a slight scrubbing on one side to huge chunks lost. In any case, both
belt and tensioner must be replaced to correct the problem.
(Continued on page 24)
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(Continued from page 23-)Belt Tensioners

The third sign of tensioner failure is damper malfunction and should not be confused with loss of spring tension. Just like the Original Equipment (OE), Gates DriveAlign tensioners have a damper built inside the case which acts like a brake on the arm. Its sole job
is to dampen the pulsation of the engine on the ABDS as the cylinders fire. Once it has lost its dampening ability, the arm begins to
oscillate more resulting in increased loads on the bearings of adjacent accessories. Essentially, a failed damper creates a situation
where the tensioner and belt will start to “hammer” the accessory next to it. Slight arm movement of the tensioner is normal as accessories turn on and off. However, chattering or excessive tensioner arm oscillation is a warning sign indicating possible damper failure; thus, the tensioner needs immediate replacement.
Key Point: Please note there is a universal style flat spring tensioner in the aftermarket that does not have an OE style dampening
system built in. It relies on spring tension to act as the dampening devise. Because it can lose its ability to dampen very quickly, it
may have to be replaced more often.
Ignoring these three signs of failure and neglecting to replace the tensioner is a recipe for a future comeback or breakdown. Alternator bearings and water pump seals are very susceptible to any form of excessive vibration or heat generated that travels right into the
bearings. If the belt is unable to transfer needed power from the crankshaft because of incorrect tension or worn pulleys, accessories
will have the potential to run at diminished output levels. For this reason, when installing a replacement accessory component, it’s
important to check/observe the tensioner in operation to ensure it is operating properly. If it is not, then replace it.
Remember, if you have seen signs of premature failure in an alternator, water pump or any accessory up stream from the tensioner,
then it may be the failed tensioner causing this component to fail as well.

Tensioner Inspection Procedures
It’s a good rule to observe the system in operation before replacing any belt. Several areas of concern should be observed when the
engine is running and when it is off.
With the Engine Running:
1.

Observe the tracking of the belt as it revolves around the pulleys. Pay attention to the flat idler pulleys, especially on the
tensioner arm. The belt, for the most part, should run true to the center of the pulley. As noted above, if the belt is “off
tracking” on the tensioner arm pulley, pivot bushing wear is most likely causing the arm to pull away from the base. Though
you might not be able to see this separation, side scuffing or chirping of the belt will probably confirm this at some point.

Key Point: Any abrasion or rubbing on one side of the belt indicates there is misalignment in the ABDS and can point directly to the
tensioner. Not correcting this misalignment quickly will result in numerous comebacks because it will be perceived as belt failure.
2.

Observe the tensioner arm movement as the belt runs over it. There should be a gentle arm motion as accessories turn on
and off (i.e. A/C compressor clutch engaging and disengaging). If it doesn’t move at all, then it’s possible the tensioner is
stuck. You can test this later with the engine off.

3.

Look for excessive chattering or tensioner arm oscillation. This is not the result of poor spring tension, but it is caused by a
worn component inside the tensioner called a damper. Excessive arm oscillation is a sign that the damper failed or is failing,
and the tensioner needs immediate replacement. Failure to replace it can lead to additional problems with other system accessories in the future as noted above.

Key Point: Excessive arm oscillation creates a hammering effect on the accessory next to it that can cause premature failure of that
component as well.
4.

Lastly, listen for any hissing or growling noise that could indicate a potential pulley bearing failure. Continue to listen for
chirping or squealing of the belt as it runs around the pulleys. This can be an indication of a poorly tensioned or misaligned
system. To help identify whether it is an alignment or tension issue, perform the spray bottle test which is noted below.

Key Point: Squealing indicates a loss of tension resulting in an inefficient system, unneeded heat for the bearings and wear for the
pulleys.
(Continued on page 25)
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(Continued from page 24-Belt Tensioners)

With the Engine Off:
1.

Remove belt and visually inspect each pulley. Running surfaces must be in good working order, free of wear, dirt, grease
and grime. Clean all pulleys to provide an excellent gripping surface, and to minimize slippage of the new belt. Any residue
oil on a pulley will coat the new belt and, as soon as the engine is started, the failure process starts all over again. Remem
ber, a belt can only perform as well as the system will allow. Poor pulley quality means poor belt service life and system
inefficiency, resulting in future comebacks.

2.

Inspect the outside of the tensioner for rust bleed seeping from inside the tensioner. This is normally an indication that there
is inside metal on metal wear, and a clue that the tensioner is failing from the inside out. Replace it immediately.

3.

Spin the pulleys. Pulleys should spin freely without bearing noise. Check for any grease seepage or smudging around the
pulley bearing. Seepage indicates that the bearing seal has been compromised and grease has leaked from the bearing. The
pulley bearing will begin to make noise and eventually seize if not replaced soon.

Key Point: The most sensible repair when identifying pulley problems on the tensioner is not to just replace the pulley but to replace
the complete tensioner as a unit. The tensioner was built as such, and the internal parts of the tensioner have received just as much
wear as the pulley. Doing so will eliminate a potential future comeback.
4.

Place your wrench on the tensioner and cycle the tensioner arm through its complete motion path. Do this a minimum of
three times. Feel for spring tension along with a fluid motion throughout its arm path. Any sticking or notchy movement
may indicate a problem with the spring or pivot bearing. If this occurs, then replace the bearing with a bushing. While cycling the tensioner, feel for base arm separation which is the result of pivot bushing wear. The tensioner arm should not rock
from side to side at all, and if it does, then it will cause misalignment and potential comebacks.

The “Spin Cycle” test, as noted above, is a recommended starting point for checking potential tensioner problems. If at any point
during the test one of the above noted concerns are found, then it is highly recommended that the tensioner and belt be replaced immediately. Failure to do so will create repeated comebacks, lost profits and unsatisfied customers.
Spray Bottle Test Disclaimer: This test is a simple process that determines if the chirping/squealing coming from the ABDS is an
alignment or tension related problem. It is highly recommended that this test be performed by a professional technician. Since this
test is performed with the engine running, make sure your clothing and bodily parts stay clear of the engine. Failure to do so can result in severe injury or even death.
With the engine running, take a spray bottle filled with water and spray the underside of the belt. If possible, spray the affected pulley. The water acts as a lubricant (only use water). If squealing becomes more pronounced when sprayed, it indicates there is not
enough tension on the belt. Replace both the belt and the tensioner. If spraying the underside of the belt causes the chirping to dissipate momentarily, the system is misaligned. Find and repair the misalignment.
The purpose of this document is to clear the misconception by most counter persons/service writers/technicians or consumers who
believe there is no urgency in replacing a failing tensioner until it begins to fall apart.
The bottom line is, “if” the belt and tensioner are not working together to transfer the power from the crankshaft, “then” it will only
result in repeated comebacks from perceived belt failures, or complaints of premature bearing failure, along with diminished outputs
by the accessories in the system. Tensioner replacement is not an option and must be discussed not only when a belt is sold, but also
when accessories are sold, if the OE tensioner has never been replaced.
For more information, please contact your local Gates representative or email us at aftermarkettraining@gates.com

Thank you to Bobby Bassett for allowing CAT to reprint this Technical Tip article!
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Small Engine Donations For California Schools
At the last CAT board meeting a resolution and endorsement was approved for the development of a small engines program, industry approved, as a stand alone course or intro course to an automotive program. John Chocholak and Steve
Tomory volunteered to head up the project as part of an ongoing program at Rio Hondo Community College.

The concept was presented to companies in the small engine industry. The industry liked the idea and now has stepped
up with a donation scheme for public schools that wish to participate in this CAT program..

CAT is working with Briggs and Stratton and Kohler for engine donations. These engines will be shipped from the Midwest engine storage housing. All the engines will be new, and operational. Each company is willing to donate 25 engines
to a school.

Kohler has 10,000 engines it has agreed to donate them to schools approved by CAT in California.

Conditions:
1. these can only be used for instructional purposes.
2. They can NEVER be sold or given away for non educational use.
3. The school has to pay for shipping from the Midwest.
4. The school instructor/administration has to sign legal papers of liability.
5. Approved training for small engine instructors is required for getting donations. This instruction will be given at one
of three venues:
1. Rio Hondo College under a program run by Steve Tomory
2. The Briggs and Stratton Visalia Training Center or
3. Special training at CAT conferences.

It appears that we will be concluding negotiations in this matter within the next few weeks. We are working with many
schools in this matter and collecting names of instructors who are interested.

For more information about this donation program and the related training, come to the next CAT conference. You can
also contact John Chocholak via email (john.chocholak@usa.net)

We are working out details for the California donation program, there are still some major issues to overcome. We want
to conclude our lists for schools interested in obtaining engines by the end of November.

We are negotiating with a company for shipping and have obtained "front" money to get the engines shipped to two locations (north and south) in California, from where they will be distributed to schools. Middle schools, high schools and
community colleges are eligible to be part of this program.
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